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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Dear Mr Editor.
I am always delighted to receive Club Torque, in spite of not having paid subs for many a year. I
suspect the hand of Mr Bulley in this. It really is good to see what you are all up to, and that the Club
is flourishing.
The more elderly among the membership may remember that I myself once produced and edited this
august publication. Indeed, it was for several years. In those days I had to put it together manually,
without computers, and I always had problems getting material to publish. Indeed, quite a few issues
must have been almost entirely my work! But it was good fun nevertheless.
Some of the club elders may also remember an Ireland tour of many years ago. My first with the Club.
You may like to know that the old prison B and B in Cahir is still operating under Rosa Krebs. Pat and
I were there recently, but had the sense to stay elsewhere. The pub in the square is still rather good.
Both Pat and I have great memories of our time with the RDMC, not forgetting the epic tours. I still
ride my Street Twin when the weather is reasonable, and have no intention of giving up just yet. A few
weeks ago I trundled down to Cornwall, just for the ride so to speak. I stayed overnight in Dorset with
David and Lorraine Parnell, who also once were active members of this Club. They are both very
well, and send their greetings to all who remember them. David rode his Beemer with me to Lizard
Point.
Finally, our congratulations to Angie! Clearly well deserved. Do I have to call you madam now? That’s
all folks, happy days and good riding to you all.
Juris Trede

From the Editors Email Box
I received an email from Phil Hammond recently. I don’t think Phil is a member so it’s good to know
our publication is getting read far and wide outside the club membership. Anyway Phil said he was
writing to let us know that Brexit will have a major impact for motorcyclists if we crash out without a
deal. Ok, so far so topical, and given that the world ends at midnight 31 October he may have a point.
Apparently, despite Operation Yellowhammer, spares for certain makes of bike will become scarce as
a result of Brexit. Triumph are least affected and parts will be plentiful as will the flag flying Norton.
Japanese owners are unlikely to be affected as they make their bikes outside the EU, although he
made no mention of the obscure Ichiphani brand so that maybe be a problem. Parts for Harley
Davison have been promised by some bloke called Donald T of the Washington Chapter, which I
think is near Tyne and Wear, so good news for Hog owners as Doug found all sorts of bits would drop
of as he rode his one. Dodgy Chinese machines will not be affected as these have always tended to
be buy, use and throwaway anyway, usually within the first month of purchase.

Phil stressed that it will be the superior EU brands of BMW and Ducati where owners will need to
stump up significantly more money for parts and servicing. Well nothing new there with those two Phil
but thanks for letting us know it will be a tough time ahead for their owners.
So dear members you have been warned. My thanks to Phil for taking the time to share with us this
in-depth and well researched information. Now onto an email from a Mark Carney who is predicting
the collapse of the British Motorbike industry …………..

FOR THE NEXT ISSUE
Remember it’s your newsletter so it only works if you submit items.
The next quarterly issue is December 24 2019 so I look forward to articles of
interest etc.

